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Function description

Are you a young graduate and passionate about development with a focus on the back-

end? Are you looking for a team that can challenge you, support you and make sure you grow

at your own pace? Together is better ! At Ferranti you work on exciting projects together

with your Ferranti team  . Do you prefer international projects or closer to home? 

Together with your team, you build technical modifications, integrations and extensions to the

MECOMS solution. There are opportunities in different technologies so you are in control

of your career and personal growth  . For instance C# or .Net Core 6 or MS Dynamics 365

or jQuery or Javascript or Docker or Kubernetes, … or work on an Azure based platform, with

the latest Microsoft applications.

Your main tasks and responsibilities could be:

Develop, test and release modifications & extensions, data migration & system integrations 

Understand the customer’s needs and the business requirements

Write technical design documents and make accurate estimations

Clear pending issues in an efficient way 

Profile

A good fit with the company is the most important for us. If there’s a match, we will shape

your role in line with your talents and experience, within our project or product division or a

combination of both.
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You have a  bachelor degree in (applied) informatics or electronics/ICT or computer

science etc., or you will graduate soon. 

Very good knowledge of Dutch & English; knowledge of other languages is a plus

You have a passion for development with a strong interest in back-end development

You are a dynamic team player with great sense of responsibility and good communication

skills

Very eager to learn new technologies

Flexible and willing to travel to clients within Belgium & the Netherlands. If you like to

travel abroad, we can offer you international projects to work on

We offer

An extensive training program  by our Ferranti knowledge center, tailored to the needs of a

yound graduate

Support by a personal coach and a buddy, so you can grow at your own pace

The possibility and freedom to work on international projects

A good work-life balance in a team culture that is based on trust

Real career opportunities  : do you want to become a technical expert or rather grow

towards a more functional role, that’s up to you !
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